
PALTRINIERI ECLISSE 2019
Colour: Pale pink, with a very fine and persistent perlage
Nose: Strawberry scented, aromas of raspberry and vanilla
Palate: Fresh, persistent and delicate with fruity notes
$58

BARONE PIZZINI FRANCIACORTA 
NATURAE 2015
Colour: Bright straw yellow with green shadows and 
very fine perlage
Scent: Elegant and floral, with notes of citrus and pot herbs
Taste: Clear and well-structured, with great freshness and 
long savory finish
$88

GIROLAMO RUSSO NERINA 2019
Colour: Straw yellow
Scent: Smoked hints and notes of lemon and white fruit
Taste: Juicy and salty, with a fresh finish
$98

NOELIA RICCI BRO 2018
Color: Straw yellow with golden reflections within 
Bouquet: delicate fruit scents, lemon zest, florals and citrus 
notes combined 
Flavor: This wine is graced with pear, lemon citrus and 
herbal notes. 
$62

PIEVALTA VERDICCHIO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI 2019
Colour: Greenish yellow
Scent: Citrus, mineral, chalk, salt, vegetable, nettle, 
mugwort and acacia
Taste Vibrant, fresh, fruity and persistent
$72 

GRAVNER RIBOLLA GIALLA 2012 
Colour: Amber yellow with natural residues
Scent: Notes of herbs, resin and candies with hints of 
apricot, peach and dried flowers
Taste: Full-bodied, intense, rich, complex and materic, fresh 
and mineral aromas 
$168

RADIKON RIBOLLA GIALLA 2015
Colour: Intense orange
Scent: Intense and complex with hints of tropical fruits and 
spices, rapidly evolving in the glass
Taste: Deep, intense, rich and spicy, complex and persistent
1000ml $188
500ml $108

ARIANNA OCCHIPINTI IL FRAPPATO 2018 
Colour: Ruby red
Scent: Elegant range of iris notes, rose red, black currant, 
plum, pink pepper, myrtle and sweet tobacco
Taste: Full and engaging, with a perfect acidity and elegant 
persistence
$54

ARIANNA OCCHIPINTI SP68 ROSSO 2019
Colour: Ruby red
Scent: Intense fruity and spicy with notes of currant, 
earth, thyme, dark spices and a hint wild
Taste: Fresh and soft, with sweet tannins and good 
length
$104

DAMIANO CIOLLI SILENE CESANESE SUPERIORE 
2018
Colour: Ruby red with garnet hues
Scent: Pleasant fruity hints, especially reminiscent of 
the small berries, delicate iron, herbs and herbs notes
Taste: Crisp and lean, nicely balanced with a tannic 
measured that blends perfectly with a mineral hint
$62

FRANK CORNELISSEN SUSUCARU ROSATO 2019
Colour: Intense pink
Scent: Elegant notes of herbs and red young fruits
Taste: Fresh and mineral, with a lovely sapid note
$74

CARUSSIN ASINOI BARBERA D’ASTI 2019
Colour: Red ruby with purple tints
Scent: Fragrant notes of small red berries, plums and 
red flowers
Taste: Light, fresh, very drinkable and fragrant
$72

KA MANCINE ROSSESE DI 
DOLCEACQUA 2018
Colour: Ruby red
Scent: Notes of pomegranate and white pepper, with 
a spicy finish
Taste: With a medium intensity and structure, with a 
nice personality and elegant and soft tones that give 
way to vertical and freshness on the finish
$88

STEFANO AMERIGHI SYRAH CORTONA DOC 2017
Colour: Intense ruby red
Scent: Hints of tobacco and spices, with hints of red 
fruit and cherry
Taste: Intense, elegant, complex, soft, balanced and 
with a well-defined tannins
$98

PIETRACUPA QUIRICO 2015
Colour: Intense ruby red
Scent: blueberries and chocolate, with hints of dried 
paprika, black pepper and spices. 
Taste: Full-bodied, rich in fine tannins, long and 
strong in character. The finish is nice length with 
hints of youthful tannin, but it remains wonderfully 
fresh, echoing on violet tinged flowers.
$88

RADIKON ROSSO RS 2017
Colour: Intense ruby red with purple tints
Scent: Rich and deep, of red berries in jam, sweet 
spices, coffee and wild herbs, with intense volatile 
nuances
Taste: Powerful, energic, juicy, round and fresh, with 
well-structured tannins
$112

Evian 3.90 | Badoit 3.90


